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What can we do to help the Earth’s environment?  That is the question hundreds, 
maybe even thousands of scientists are asking today.  Well here’s some little ideas that can 
make a big difference. 

When you go to the store you could buy items that have less plastic in the container 
that it comes in..  If you can’t use reusable cloth bags, try asking for paper or simply reuse 
plastic bags.  When traveling you could carpool, ride a bike, or better yet walk.  Walking not only 
helps the environment, but it also helps people stay healthy. 

There are also some things you could do to save the environment in your home.  For 
example you could turn off the lights when you leave the room.  Un-plugging un-used appliances 
and electronics will not only save on your electric bill but it also cuts down on energy 
consumption.  By cutting down energy consumption you cause less electricity to be made, which 
makes us not have to cut down trees to make electricity.  It also saves on fossil fuels for 
electricity.  Cutting down on energy also lets us not have to use nuclear power plants for 
electrical needs.  This cuts down on radio-active waste, which helps all plants and animals and 
people that could be affected. 

When brushing your pearly whites, turn the water off.  It helps the water bill and the 
amount of fresh water that is being wasted.  People in other countries don’t have all the fresh 
water luxuries that we do and to them water is precious, so lets not waste what we already take 
advantage of.  Another water related thing you could do is of you have a toilet where you could 
set the amount of water being used, try using only the amount that is needed instead of wasting 
all that water. 

Recycling plastic and pop cans are great ways to reduce the amount of waste that 
ends up in land fells and in our lakes, rivers, and oceans.  If you do have to throw away plastic, 
just make sure it can’t harm any animals.  If you buy the six packs of pop bottles, just rip the 
circles so that animals can’t get their head caught in them.  And please don’t litter.  If you see 
garbage, please pick it up because that piece of garbage could end up in our precious Lake 
Michigan and who wants contaminated waters? 

Some simple, green things that you could do are plant some trees or a garden.  With 
all the left-over food that you don’t eat, you could start a compost pile an dhten use the dirt that 
the compost make to help the gardens and tree. 

But perhaps the biggest most helpful thing you could do to help save the Earth is 
spread the word.  Tell people what they can do to help save our planet.  We have created this 
problem and we need to fix it.  Just one little idea can spread like a wildfire.  I mean look at 
Facebook.  This of what would happen if we got that kind of response.  Think of how much of a 
better place this world would be.  We would save our planet, our Earth, our home. 


